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Abstract

Questioning stands at the core of massive communication in general and between a teacher and a student in particular. It is a process teachers and students face every day. It is a powerful tool to stimulate and support critical thinking. Being an active element in the whole teaching and learning process, questioning fulfills a fruitful conversation between students and teachers and the whole community. Since ancient times, Socrates, the Greek philosopher tried to lead his students towards the discovery of the truth itself by means of questioning. 'Six honest servants have taught me everything that I know; their names are: What? Why? When? How? Where? Who? This is homage paid by Kipling to his six teachers (Reference stated in Aspects of Teaching and Learning, AEDP, Tirana, Albania 1997).

People ask but sometimes it is difficult for them to get the right answers they have been looking for. At times this is true because of the lack of knowledge and because of the fact that the question itself is not accurate. Questioning is marked as a component part of the four language skills: reading, writing, speaking and listening. It is of great interest among teachers who want to know more about this issue. This research paper is based on the experience gained by working with teachers who showed enthusiasm and self-confidence for the application of new methodologies and strategies in their classrooms. The attitude of the Albanian teachers towards the concepts of teaching has changed, so they have become well-aware of what and how to ask while trying hard to get integrated in all spheres of European reality. Brainstorming, pair-work, role play, questioning techniques, discovering lessons have now become an inseparable part of teacher's work and their active vocabulary as well.
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Introduction

In general, it is believed that the process of teaching and learning is active and lively. Learning has long been structured competitively. A particular teaching paradigm has dominated education in Albania for years. This paradigm likens the minds of untrained students to empty, passive vessels awaiting the transfer of knowledge (Sharan & Sharan, 1992). Under this model teaching consists of nothing more than educators pouring their knowledge into students, whom they then classify, sort and categorize on the basis of how they perform in a competition for grades. In this process, which is characterized by its twofold character, the fact what rapport and relationship they would establish is of great importance. From the historical point of view this has been a problem at the focus of educational research activities of a lot of theoreticians, who evaluated and evaluate the teacher-student and vice versa communication as essential in all classroom activities. In different times, depending on kinds of education, types of schools, methods and approaches of education, the communication ‘teacher-student and student-
teacher’ has been conceptualized differently; it has been referred to as biased and there have been moments when it has been neglected or underestimated. This communication which has as its means the language itself, and coats thinking, is realized by means of questioning. Every day millions of people explain something to millions of other people. They ask and answer. In addition to what happens outside the walls of schools, there are thousands of teachers working in classrooms who explain new concepts or classroom rules, who clarify confusion, who unlock mysteries by asking and asking time invested in asking in order to improve the ability of students to understand the world around us can be spent well. Asking, well-conducted, can motivate people very effectively. It is worth exploring the ways and strategies available to teachers and the pattern of classroom arrangement and management which best assist student learning. At the very heart of education is the ability to make sense of what is going on in a classroom.

Today a quiet revolution is being witnessed in many schools across the country. Although research remains top priority, many teachers are placing a renewed emphasis on teaching quality. As teachers, if we want to enrich understanding of learning and teaching we need to spend time looking in classrooms (Nunan, 1991). They no longer see their students as empty or passive vessels but as active constructors, discoverers and transformers of knowledge. These teachers want to develop talents and abilities so that they can function in real world professional environments. And perhaps most importantly these teachers recognize that to do so they must try to create learning situations that encourage students to become actively involved. In order to achieve this, questioning comes to help. What worries us today? It could be summed up in several questions. Why do students ask? Why do teachers ask? What do we have in mind when asking? Should questioning be a monopoly of teachers only? How could questions develop our student’s critical and creative thinking? How could we encourage students to ask? What are the techniques of compiling an effective question? …

Another important idea is that questioning is considered as an important ability that a teacher should have. Good questioning is the essence of good teaching. To question well is to teach well. The skillful use of the question, more than anything else lies deep into the fine art of teaching, for in it we have the guide to clear and vivid ideas and the quick spur to imagination, the stimulus to thought, the incentive to action (John Dewey referred to by AEDP 1999 Metoda të Mësimdhënies, Tiranë, Albania)

No lesson can be thought without questions. There are many definitions for the words questioning, to question and question. Questioning is the act of asking questions, the process of asking questions and an enquiry or interrogation. Here it is going to be seen as a process of asking questions, which becomes a technique greatly used in the classroom.

**Purposes of Questioning**

There are broad and specific purposes related to questioning. The broad purposes of questioning are: to encourage students to talk so they could reveal what they already know or do not know; to ensure that they have grasped the key points which link to earlier learning and which will link to subsequent learning; to develop their understanding of what is being learned. As far as the specific purposes of questioning are concerned, they can be classified during the four stages of a lesson as follows: 1. Introduction, here questioning helps to establish human contacts; to discover what the class knows; to pose problems which lead to the subject. 2. Presentation, which through questioning manages to maintain interest and alertness; to encourage reasoning and logical thinking; to discover if there is understanding. 3. Application helps students by means of questioning to focus and clarify; to make observations; to clear up misunderstandings; to assist individuals. 4. Conclusion makes students revise; test results and suggest. Discussions are at the core of each stage and they suggest that teachers should be link their teaching with the aims,
which provide with structures both teachers and students. The teachers ask questions when they are preparing for the lesson; during the lesson and when they are assessing and evaluating.

There is a need to take account of and to respond to the answers the students give to questions asked by the teacher. Even if an answer is not what one is hoping to receive, it should not be ignored. Exploration of a student’s incorrect or unexpected response can lead to worthwhile discussion and increase both teachers and students’ awareness of specific misunderstanding and misinterpretations. Teachers must pay attention to the clarity of the message, whether the student understands explicitly what is being asked. So the teacher should be clear about what the question may present. It is not enough for the teachers to know the range of possible answers to a question. They must appreciate the level of cognitive difficulty involved in the students’ efforts to respond to a particular question. In classes using communicative approach the demands placed on teachers to understand the role of questions is important. Different studies show that there are important differences in the impact of different types of questions on learners and the learning process. It is well known that there are questions which require more than simple recall of a phrase, something in general, a detail from a text or a vocabulary item. Other questions may require students to formulate and express an opinion, an evaluation of an event or a reading passage. Differences such as these affect not only the cognitive complexity of responses but the grammatical complexity as well. Usually teachers ask more questions which request the information that students already know rather than questions which ask for new information. The tendency should be towards the latter. They at the same time increase the amount of communication. Students follow the teacher naturally. Asking questions is better than making a whole speech.

**Functions of Questioning**

Questioning is an integrated part of any lesson. The skilful questioning of a class performs a number of important functions.

1. **Social Function**: Questioning creates cooperation between teachers and students and within respective groups. It helps to establish and strengthen relationships between them; it helps to integrate groups through face to face interaction, to express themselves openly and clearly; it incites the spirit of collectivism; it educates the students with the feeling of initiative, courage and sincerity. Questioning in itself is a means that attacks shyness and apathy, it is an optimistic incentive. A good answer brings satisfaction. The problem widely discussed was related to the fact that when teachers do not know the answer to a question, is it the right thing not to admit it? This situation posed problems for the less experienced teachers. The conclusion was: ‘say you will find the answer as soon as you can and do not be afraid to admit it. Then you will find time to deal with it in the future lessons’ (a result drawn from research). Here the notion of Losing Face used by Goffman (Goffman, 1959) may be put forward. This has to do with embarrassment and humiliation of both teachers and students if they do not know the right answers to some questions. During the research it was noticed that teachers could overcome this difficulty on the part of their students according to what (Norton 1989, Ornstein 1990) stated: by increasing wait-time to help them answer the questions fully, prompting by giving hints, probing them in order to have them offer additional information. Finally, classroom is an institutional setting with asymmetrical role distribution between the teacher and students. The teacher is the institutional authority to control discourse and there is a social distance between them and their students (FU.2008, pg.78). Teachers ask to establish a relationship with their students and try to reduce the social gap between them.

2. **Psychological Function**: Questioning creates a sound emotional surrounding in classrooms and motivates students too. We know that the mental world activated contains cognitive elements
as well as emotive ones. Questioning assists to develop and maintain a healthy emotional and intellectual climate as well as establishing appropriate levels of motivation. Questioning has a sense of obligation, encouragement. It invites students to ask and answer. It is a psychological incentive. Freiberg and Stein (1999) put forward the idea of classroom climate which creates the mood, the atmosphere through the rules set out and ways the teacher interacts with students in the physical environment.

3. Educational Function: Questioning gathers, shares, and gives information. It elicits information. It probes student’s prior knowledge before a new subject or area of learning is introduced. It helps check the level of knowledge and understanding. Questioning helps revise previous learning and consolidate recent learning process. It systemizes the knowledge gained. Through questions teachers draw conclusions, evaluate lessons and assess their students. As people know, the more students participate in interaction, the more active and positive the atmosphere will be, the more successful the whole process will be and teacher would find it easy to proceed into the hard road of education.

Research Focus

Research shows that questioning is popular as a teaching method and technique and that classroom teachers spend about half of their teaching time asking questions. These questions range from low-level cognitive to high-level cognitive ones, which require the students to use high order thinking skills. Every day school practice shows that most part of the questions consist of questions that concentrate on factual information and they are mainly asked by the teachers leading to a teacher centered class.

The present study focuses on the main issues surrounding questioning competences at schools namely the reasons teachers and students ask questions and especially why students do not ask questions in our school environment.

Methodology of Research

General Background of Research

In order to meet the needs of teachers with new ideas and teaching techniques, as well as evaluate the situation, which existed in relationship with questioning in the Albanian Education System, a survey was carried out in Albania. The methods employed were both quantitative and qualitative. It covered three areas. The first focused on questioning in general; its purposes and functions. The second referred to research based on data and information gathered from interviews (conducted in the Albanian Language) in order to analyze the approaches that develop questioning. The third presented problems facing students and teachers in developing questioning techniques in order to enhance critical thinking. The responses obtained were then analyzed and evaluated; figures were interpreted to gain better insights on the tendency related to questioning. All in all, the aim of the survey was to provide a brief overview of the present situation covering questioning as an important element of teaching and learning. As a result objectives were set. They are as follows:

1. To develop the assessment of questioning
2. To hold meetings with teachers and students and conduct interviews so as to review the questioning capacities in Albanian High schools
3. To assess the activities related and identify improvement measures
4. To formulate recommendations for the improvement of questioning and explaining processes
The survey was meant as research exercise and it was undertaken to get the necessary information, facts about their views on questioning and also to compare answers to studies and research done before on this issue. Teachers, students and parents ranked as most important the discussions covering the following: Describing questioning in general; giving reasons why people ask; using strategies to help students ask questions; giving information about the advantages of questioning, stressing the importance and the functions of questioning; arguing why students hesitate to make questions. The survey and research was concentrated mainly on these four questions:

1. Why do people ask?
2. Why do teachers ask?
3. Why do students ask?
4. Why don’t students ask?

The participants in this survey were asked the above open-ended questions in one-to-one and group interviews. Both teachers and students answered the questions differently. But one thing is certain: their attitude towards the concepts of teaching and learning has changed, so they have become well-aware of what and how to ask in order to enhance critical thinking in their classes. Brainstorming, pair-work, role play, questioning techniques, discovering lessons have now become an inseparable part of school work being applied in almost all subjects and their active vocabulary as well.

Sample of Research

The sample of the study consisted of 60 people chosen at random in six high schools in Albania. These schools were pilot schools assigned by the Ministry of Education and Science in the framework of a project for developing and implementing new teaching and learning methods at schools. Three schools were chosen from cities and remote parts of the country. The persons interviewed were 12 parents, 30 teachers, and 18 students. The process included teachers who taught different subjects at school such as teachers of languages, social studies, arts and science.

Instrument and Procedures

Students, teachers and parents were asked to sit in for interviews in order to respond to the questions provided. The main focus was on issues surrounding questioning competences at schools and the application of questioning techniques within programs. The interviewees put forward useful items related to questioning, factors believed to enhance or hinder the development of critical thinking in school environment and other opinions about teaching methods and educational goals.

Data Analysis

The data were collected through interviews as stated above. The transcripts of the interviews were categorized according to the four questions the study focused on. The collection of data was administered with a high degree of explicitness which involved the use of structural types of questions formulated in advance.
Results of Research

The answers provided were different. The majority of the interviewees were of the opinion that people ask to know something they do not, get information and knowledge; satisfy their curiosity and clarify difficult problems. It seems people are not so much interested to ask questions to make contact or deepen their understanding of another person, be well-informed or debate. It was obvious why so few people ask questions to avoid embarrassing moments or allay anxiety. They thought it was something personal.

Regarding the second question ‘why teachers ask’ all participants expressed the idea that they usually ask to check students’ knowledge and understanding, know their students’ level, most of them said that they evaluate and assess students’ performance, get students’ opinions, see how much information students have on the subject. Half of them were of the opinion that questioning makes students speak fluently. It provides feedback and helps them know the social and cultural background of their students. As it is seen, the reasons why the teachers ask questions in their classrooms are different from those asked every day. They may vary even according to the subject or topic being taught. Cross questioning, checking up and interrogation are rude in everyday life, but they are the staple, the core of classroom life.

Based on research most of the people interviewed were teachers and students, 80% of them, so obviously most of the reasons they give to the first two questions belonged to the educational function; some belonged to the social function; and just few belonged to the psychological function as to avoid embarrassing moments and attract attention or overcome silence. With respect to teaching strategies, emphasis on open-ended questions was suggested. According to them, teaching should reflect student-centered views, as well as provide opportunities for students to engage in a variety of activities.

The third question ‘why students ask’ had the following answers. All students ask to learn and get more information. The majority stressed the idea of expanding knowledge, satisfying their curiosity and clarifying ideas about different problems. Next in line were questions students ask to get ready to face the world around, be prepared for a career in the future and know more about them. Here comes the saying: “He who asks much knows much (an old Albanian saying)”. Usually teachers ask more questions than students. This may lead to teacher-centered teaching process which should not be largely practiced. The focus should be directed towards the student-centered process, that is, encourage students to ask and answer questions at a larger scale. When students are being creative in a classroom, they are likely to question and challenge.

(Tab.1)

Table 1. Answers to the interview questions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Results of the interview</th>
<th>Nr.</th>
<th>Nr. Responses</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I.  Answers to question Why people ask</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To know something they do not know</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To get information and knowledge</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To satisfy their curiosity</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To clarify difficult problems</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To make contact or deepen their understanding of another person</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To be well informed</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To debate</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To avoid embarrassing moments or allay anxiety</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II. Answers to question Why teachers ask</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Another question put forward was: Why don’t students ask? There are a lot of obstacles which interfere with the ability of students to ask. The primary enemies include: disinterest, failure to understand, feelings of isolation and alienation, progress, emotional moods that block learning and cognitive processing of information, the complexity of the material presented and tradition. By tradition parents ask, children no; teachers ask and students answer. This tradition has been too strong in Albania; a tradition which surpassed the mentality of people, their homes and finally got deep rooted into classrooms. That is why in some of our observations more than 80% of the questions were asked by the teachers. This was prominent especially in the remote, mountainous places of the country. Asking questions is a necessity in a classroom. It does not hinder students from expressing their ideas openly on the contrary it helps a great deal. Once questioning was considered as something negative, which limited the active participation of students in activities, thus making the whole class inactive. Teachers should not seek negativism in questions but in the techniques they use while asking. A good teacher should see it as his/her duty to empower a student to ask questions and try to use questions effectively. On the other hand too many questions spoil the whole process, making the lesson boring. In classes surveyed teachers noted some common errors while questioning, such as asking too many questions at once; always asking the same students; asking questions that are too difficult; asking threatening questions; asking the same sort of questions; not giving students enough time to think and ignoring answers. Good questioning is conceptualized as the highest level of mental activities. Though the perception is clear and the right one, mostly teachers feel that they lack the necessary teaching and managing skills to teach for creativity and enhance critical thinking. Most of the work done is done empirically. What is needed has to do with training in knowledge and skills.

The strategies discussed at the end of the interviews were those which would encourage pair and group work; assign a student to ask questions to the rest of the class; leave questions incomplete and ask students to finish them; help students ask questions to one another through a story, a picture discussion, various types of exercises, role-plays, information gaps...

Albanians should never forget the time in which they lived; a hard time conditioned by old ideas when the Albanian school experienced different views strongly related to formality in the field of education, which on its part minimized questioning by students and constrained their personality.

Other reasons of not asking are related to hesitation, lack of confidence and shyness. So it is the duty of teachers to help students ask, to make them feel free to ask, to encourage not
discourage by establishing friendly relationship between teacher and students. To carry out their duty teachers not only take into consideration and discuss these useful ideas, but they try to put forward and share strategies drawn from their experience. It is well-known that the reward principle is important for every learner in the process of questioning. That is why teachers should reward and praise the student after a good question not just after a good answer.

Discussion

The Role of Questioning for Promoting Critical Thinking

Critical thinking is an active and complex process which cannot be developed outside content and context. Critical thinking is part of the learning process at school. It refers to analyzing and evaluating information presented or information that teachers plan to present to students to support an opinion or a problem. This crucial ability allows the students to know and build some arguments and hypotheses and evaluate findings and conclusions. Critical thinking and learning happens when the teachers understand and evaluate the diversity of ideas and experiences (Banks, 1988). Brookfield’s (1987, 115-116) characteristics of a critical thinker are informative about understanding the illusive process of understanding how people become creative.

In the schools surveyed it was seen that effective management, planning, pace, resourcing, good order and good relationships were widespread. But it was clearly observed that teaching for the development of creative and critical thinking was not an easy task for teachers. It is a reasoning and reflective process. Teachers provided time and possibility for students to think. They encouraged their active involvement in the learning process but it was noticed that students’ achievements in this area lagged behind, let’s say, their reading or speaking. However, what is causing a clear measure of current national concern is consideration given to students’ ideas and opinions. When students lack active involvement and participation they also lack critical thinking. Bond (2008) emphasized that classroom management problems occur if students are dissatisfied or bored, they may exhibit off-task behavior as a way to let the teacher know that the instructions are failing to meet their needs or students may misbehave if they are not clear about the expected behavior. So in order to overcome such problems and be successful in the development of critical thinking students should develop responsibility, self-confidence, exchange of opinions and experiences, listening to other opinions and making sound judgments. But how can questioning help critical thinking? A very powerful means is the questioning technique. Questions should ask for reflection, thought, imagination, creation and evaluation. The teacher is a model. The most powerful way to develop your students is to be a role model. Children develop not when you tell them to, but when you show them (Sternberg, RJ, 1999). The types of questions asked make the student able to distinguish the kinds of information provided and what kind of thinking is needed. Students reflect the new information and integrate it with their prior knowledge by participating in discussions. The first thing to do in this process is prediction. It is a powerful means that influences the development of critical thinking.

According to surveys teachers in general discuss widely and have become more aware of the importance of the questioning techniques and the types of questions they use which encourage critical thinking.

In order that students reflect new information and integrate it with prior knowledge, they should be involved in discussions by asking: e.g What do you see? (leaving enough time for discussion); What do you think? (evaluation); What happened? (knowledge); Why did it happen? (understanding); What do you think would happen later? (analysis); Why do you
think so? (synthesis); What would you do instead? (application); What difference do you see? (interpretation). This may open a lot of discussions. What really happens during a class in relationship with questioning in general? What questions are asked to a class? Then the next step is to make class think. In order to do this effectively it is of importance to rouse the curiosity and interest. It is proved that among best approaches are those applied by puzzles and quizzes. As soon as this is done students should be led by logical steps to build up the body of knowledge. But this body then is tested and confirmed, strengthening the initial knowledge and using assimilation techniques. A teacher should be well-aware of what the rates of learning are; feedback best shows whether success has been reached in teaching and learning. Revision helps confirm and prepare class for next steps to promote critical thinking. (Fig. 1)

**Figure 1: Questions to develop critical thinking.**

*Strategies, Procedures and Techniques of Questioning that Promote Critical Thinking*

Reflecting on their work, as the survey discussions invited teachers to do, school staff identified the following as some of the strengths, strategies or techniques used to promote critical thinking through questioning. Reciprocal questioning is defined as a technique which encourages the students to formulate questions and develop questioning behavior. In addition it helps to adopt an active, inquiring attitude to reading, to acquire reasonable purposes of reading and improve independent reading comprehensive skills through questioning. In particular the emphasis was on pre-reading technique which involves three steps: 1. Initial association with the concept; 2. Reflection on initial associations; 3. Reformulation of the knowledge. Evidence showed that the question-answer technique has helped students analyze questions including text explicit questions, text implicit questions and scripted questions; 4. Dialogical thinking strategy promotes careful thinking; it helps students refer to the text to ask, verify or clarify information, consider multiple interpretation, identify reasons to support them; 5. Contrast and comparison questioning technique applied when discussing pictures. To sum it up questioning has a crucial role in the process of acquisition and learning. It stimulates and maintains interest through warm-up questions, brainstorming, guessing, and interviews. It encourages students to think and focus on content. It enables a teacher to clarify what a student has said. It enables teachers to elicit structures and check progress through tests, dictations, compositions. It encourages students to participate actively and it contributes in language development through developing skills.
Conclusions

The thrust of the survey evidence is that schools that were achieving higher standards in questioning did much more than required. Indeed it is likely that it was because of policy and practice that these schools were well-placed to handle the specificities of questioning. These essential extras are challenging. The survey suggests that they encompass: effective leadership and management, a passion for knowledge, resourcefulness, inclusive systems for assessment, target setting and monitoring, and effective policies for making links between thinking and planning skills. Another problem emphasized once more was that up-to-date methods are mainly student-centered and they aim at involving students in the teaching and learning process. In Albania a few years ago a class was teacher-oriented and it was difficult to apply investigative, active and reflective learning. Most students learn best when actively involved; when targets are carefully self-selected, there is always room for helping students to give more attention to discussions. Investigative questioning provides thought questions. In order to overcome structural difficulties the challenge is to invest questioning with a relevance and purpose that learners can identify with. Fortunately Questioning is a challenge that many teachers in Albania try to meet with success especially now when we are trying so hard to get integrated into the world of European Education.
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